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By fi=ley L. Koutz, Reeoe V. Hensley
and Frank E. Rom
The performmce of an axial-iZow-type turbojet engine operating
with shaft-power extraction was analytically detemnined by matthing
experimentally determined component characteristics of a typical
axial-flow-type engine. Performance is presented in thefomn of
generalized working charts that were used to investigate engine
perfo~ce with variable and rated tall-pipe-nozzle area operatian ,
at constmt turbine-inlet temperate, constant engine speed, and
constant thrust. A rage of altitudes ani flight Mach numbers waa
considered. The max5mum puwer extraction permissible is presented
as a function of altitude and thrust.
For operation at a given altitude, extracting a given emount
of shaft power caused greater performance penalties at low turbine-
inlet temperatures than at high turbine-inlet temperatures. The
performsnoe penalty due to etiracting a given emount of shaft puwer
increased with increasing altitude.
R?TRODUCTION
W the operation of aircraft, large quantities of heat and
power may be needed for auxiliary purposes. The msximum amount of
energy necessary for these purposes will probably be required only
for small portions of the total.flight time; consequently, auxiliary
somces used to supply this energy will seldom o~erate at full
capacity. As the auxiliary equipment will occupy space and pay-load
capacity during the entire flight, em evaluation of schemes for
obtaining energy wtth a minhnum of auxiliaxy equipment is desirable.
An obvious method of minimizing the required auxiliary equipment is
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to derive the desired energy from the aircraft power plant. An
analytical project for evaluating and comparing the effects of
various methods of energy extraction cm the performance of a turbo-
..
e-
jet engine Is therefme in progress at the WKX lewis laboratory. om
The initial phase of this investigation,the evaluation of engiae r-l
performance with air bled from the compressor outlet, is presented
in references 1 and 2. The effect of shaft-power extraction on the
performance of a typical axial-flow-typeturboJet engine is evaluated
herein.
The generalized engine performance, calculated by matching
experimentallydetemined component characteristicsof a typical
turbojet engine, is presented in the form of working charts. Per-
formemce under several representativemodes 0$’engine operation is
calculated from these charts. In these calculations, the effects
of such variables as engine speed, turbine-inlet temperature~ eWJtie-
inlet temperature, flight Mach number} and altitude are evt&zated.
Data are’presented to show the engine performance with shaft=pawer
extraction at constant t&rust levels and the maximum permissible
shaft-power extraction as a function of thrust level and altitude.
Operatian with both variable and constant tail-pipe-nozzle area is
considered.
A
Fn
AH
hp
Ahp
N
P
P
T
Wa
The following symbols
area, square feet
net thrust, pounds
enthalpy change, Btu
horsepower
horsepower etiracted
engine’speed, rpm
SYMBOIS
are used in this analysis:
per pound
----
total pressure, pounds per square foot absolut6 -
static pressure, pounds per square foot absolute
total temperature, ‘R
air flow, pounds per second
.
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CN AWf
s.
fuel flow, pounds per ‘hour
difference in fuel flows with and without power extraction at
same thrust level
ratio of total
P/2116
ratio of total
temperature,
Subscripts:
o free stream
1 diffuser inlet
pressure to
temperature
T/519
2 compressor inlet
3 compressor outlet
.
NACA standard sea-level pressure,
to NACA standard sea-level
4 turbine inlet .
5 turbine outlet
6 tail-pipe nozzle
c compressor ‘
r rated value or value obtained ‘whenoperating
sea-level static inlet conditions at rated
rated turbine-inlet temperature
t“ turbine
Superscript:
with NACA standard
engine speed end
t value at zero power extraction, rated turbine-inlet temperature,
rated engine speed, and particular NACA standard flight
condition considered
l
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PRJl~TATION OF WOIIKIIWCHARTS
The performance of an axial-flow-type turboJet engtne operating
with shaft-power extraction is presented in the form of generalized
workhg clw’ts in figures 1 to 6. These working oharts were calcu-
lated frcm pwnping characteristicsof a basio turbojet engine
operating with shaft-power extractim. Tl+epumping oharaoteristics
were obtained by matching the experimentallydetermined component
characteristicsof a typioal axial-flow-typeturbojet engine in a *
manner similar to that used in reference 1. b the present ease,
the matohing procedure involved a change in the power parameter of
the turbine relative to that of the compressor instead of a relative
change in the mass-fluw parameters of the compressor and the turbine,
as was used in reference 1. The–component characteristicsueed in
the analysie and an explanation of the method of analysis are pre-
sented in appendix A.
Ahp/&2%
A pawer-extractionfactc& ~- is &ed as the
absoissa throughout the working ohm?ts. This faotor represents the
ratio of the corrected horsepower extracted from the shaft of the
engine to the compressor horsepower at sea-level rated conditions.
Corrected net thrust Fn/62, expressed a6 a ft?aotia of its rated
value, is used as a parameter in all charts.
The performance of the engine operating with shaft-puwer
extraction at a ram pressure ratio ofl.35 is presented in fig-
ures 1 to 3. An inlet-diffusertotal-pressure loss equal to 8 per-
oent of the rm-pressure rise is inmrporated in the oharts.
Parts (a), (b), and (c) of f@ures 1 to 3 represent operation at
corrected engine speeds H/fi of 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 rated engine
speed, respectively. The turbine-inlet temperature ratio T4/T2
and the tail-pipe-nozzle=ea A6 are shown in figures 1 and 2,
respectively. Both quantities are presented as fraoticme of their
sea-level rated valties.
..
=.
T
b figure 3, the specific fuel coneumptian Wf/Fn ~2 is
presented as a fractim of ite rated value, and the equ valent power-
extmaction specific fuel consumption AWf/Ahp (computedby charging
the entire inorease in fuel consumption to the power extraction) is
presented as pounds of fuel consumed per hour per horsepower extracted
frm the shaft. Because all quantities except AWf/Ahp are shown as
fracticns of rated values, the rated value of the compressor pressure
,
.
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ratio (P3fi2)r has only seoond-order effects m these quemklties.
. The factor AWf/Ahp Is an absolute quantity, huwever, exxlits value
is directly affected by the rated value of the compressor pressure
ratio. The equivalent power-extraction speoific fuel consumption
is presented in figure 3 for (p3@2)r of 4.0. I?orvalues of rated
compressor pressure ratio from 4.0 to 5.0, the value of AWf/Ahp
deoreases by approximately 0.8 of the percentage increase ti
(P3/P2)r.
The performance of the engine operating with shaft-power
extraction at statio Inlet renditions (ram pressure ratio, 0.99) is
presented in figures 4 to 6. These figures e~ibit the same trends
as figures 1 to 3 end are applied in a similar msmner.
An example illustrating the methciiof using the working charts
is presented in appendix B.
l
IMITATIONS OF WORKING OHARTS
.
Inasmuch as the preeent ~lysfs is based on the ccmponent
characteristics of a particular engine, the accuraoy of performance
prediction for an engine of different design would depend on the
similarity between the component cheraoterlstios of that engine and
the engine used in ccmputing the working charts, and consequently
on the similarity of the pwqping characteristics of the two engines.
Although no expertiental data are available for axial-flow-type
engines operating with shaft-power efiracticm, an indication of
the generality of this type analysis and its applicability to other
engines is gtven In reference 1 in which analytical and experimental
air-bleed,data from engines of different design are compared. Good
agreement between the analytical and the experimental data was
obtained in spite of the difference in engine design. The same
ccuuponentcharacteristics end method of m.atch~ are used in both
the air-bleed end the shaft-power analyses; therefore it is
expected that the present analysis is applicable to axial-flaw-
type engines other than the one cm which it is based.
Although the pumping characteristics of two-engines may show
excellent agreement, the same agreaent between the thrust and the
specific-fuel-consumptionparmeters for the engines does not
necessarily occur. These perfomnance factors may fail to oheck
beoause of differences in the operating levels of the engines, as
is evident frcm unequal temperature and pressure ratios at rated
engine conditions. The effect of departures in the engine operating
level from the values used ta the analysis was therefore investigated.
6 lWIOATN
For rated compressor pressure ratios from 4 to 5 and rated turbine-
inlet temperatures frcm 18000 to 20QOo R, the values of the thrust
and the specifio fuel consumption could be predicted within 3 per-
cent for rem pressure ratios frcm 1.2 to 1.6 from figures 1 to 3
and for static conditions frcm figures 4 to 6. For ram pressure
ratios between 1.0 and 1.2, the absolute values of the thrust and
the specific fuel consumptim oould not be predicted to as high a
degree of accuracy; the percentage change h these factors due to
power extraction, however, is relatively constant for ram pressure
ratios from 1.0 to 1.6. The percentage changes in thrust and
specific fuel consumption due to power extraction can therefore be
predicted for the ram pressure ratio range of 1.0 to 1.2 by the use
of the statio-performancecharts (figs. 4 to 6).
Although the working charts presented herein may not be appli-
cable to centrifugal-flow-typeengines or to axial-flow-type en@nes
operating out of =he range of ctiressor.Presswe ratios from 4 to 5
and turbine-inlet temperatures from 1800° to 2000° R, the methcxlof
analysis (appendixA) is general and -y be applied to any engine
regardless of type or level of operation if component performance
characteristicsare available.
CAILWIATIONAND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Calculation of engine performance under specific modes of
engine operation was accomplished with the aid of the working
charts of figures 1 to 6 in a manner simtlar to that of refer-
ence 2. If any two of the quantities on the working chqrts are
known, the other performance variables are easily obtained. Thus,
for a given flight condition at which the temperature end the pres-
sure at the engtie inlet are lmown, net thrust, specific fuel con-
sumption, and tail-”pipe-nozzlearea can be detemined for any
desired engtne speed, turbine-inlet temperature, and power extrac-
tion within the limits of the ol’m%s. Because the working charts
ere presented for only three corrected engine speeds, interpolation
is necessary for intermediate 8peeds. This interpolation is not
linear and greater accuracy in calculation can be obtained by uross-
plotting the variables against corrected engine speed for constant
values of corrected thrust end power extradion.
2202
The effects of shaft-power extraction on various specific modes
of engine operation are presented as functions of an umorrected .
power-extractionfactor Ahp/(hp)r. In presenting these effects, the
various engine performance parameters are expressed as fractions of
a reference value. The reference value is taken as the value of the
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variable with zero power extraction, rated turbine-inlet temperature,
and rated engine speed at the particular sta,pdardflight edition
considered. A choice of reference conditions such as this one was
necessary inasmuch as the component characteristics on which the
smalysis in appendix A is based are idealized for all flight condi-
tions, md such factors as the efieot of changing Reynolds number
with altitude are not considered. Although variations in Reynolds
number have a direct (although small) effect on the magnitude of
the engine variables, the effect of such variations on the changes
in the engine variables with power extracttm is negligible.
. Effect of Engine Speed Q Turbine-Iniet
Temperature
The performance of a turbojet engtie operat.~ with shaft-power
extraction at rated turbine-inlet temperature, an altitude of
20,000 feet, and a flight Mach nmiber of 0.7 is presented k fig-
ure 7(a). Curves are given for three modes of engine operation:
variable area at rated engine speed and at 0.93 rated engine speed
and rated tail-pipe-nozzle ewes operaticm with vartable engine speed.
Rated engine speed corresponds to maxhuu power operatiw and 0.93
rated engine speed corresponds approximately to mhimum specific-
fuel-cmm.unption operation.
It is apparent from figure 7(a) that approxhuately the same
thrust and specific fuel consumption-were obtained for all three
modes of engine operation. For a power-extraction factor of 0.04,
,thethrust decreased approximately 5 percent SZX3the specific fuel
consumption tncreased approximately 4 percent from the values with
no power extracted. At higher values of power etiractton, the
thrust obtained with rated-area operation began to decrease more
rapidly. h general, slightly lower values of both thrust and
spectfic fuel consumption were obtained at 0.93 rated speed than
at rated speed.. The vm?iation of engine speed and tail-pipe-nozzle
area are also shown on figure 7(a).
In figure 7(b), the performance of a turbojet engine operating
at 0.9 rated turbine-inlet temperature is shown for the sane flight
caditions as figure 7(a). Again operatim with variable area at
rated and 0.93 rated engtie speeds and operatia with rated tail-
pipe-nozzle area are considered. At a power-etiracticm factor of
0.04, the thrust decreased and the specific fuel ccmsumption
increased approxhately 7 percent from the values for zero power
extraction. Although the perfomnauce with the different modes of
.
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operation ia
decreases in
operation at
Is caused by
necessary in
essentially the same at low power etiraotions, greater
thrust result for the rated-area than for variable-area
high power etiraotions. This larger decrease in thrust b-m
the reduction in engine speed (and air flow) that is md
order to maintain a oans%ant turbine-inlet temperature
with the cmnstant-area operation. This trend indi-cates‘the~desir-
ability of a variable-ea?eatail-pipe nozzle if large power ex&ac-
tions are contemplated.
A comparison of figures 7(a) and 7(b) indicates that for the
same amount of power extraction the greater performance penalties
are obtained at the lower turbine-inlet temperature operatian.
These results are consistent with those of reference 2, which show
by means of a stiplified cycle analysis that the etiraction of’
ener~ fl?oma turbojet-engine cycle at low values of turbine-inlet
temperature ratio results in greater performance penalties than
extraction at high values.
Effect of En@ne-Iiilet Temperature
The effect of engine-inlet temperature on the performance of
an engine operating with shaft-power extractiau at statio sea-level
conditions is shown in figure 8. The engine-inlet-temperatures
99°, 59°, and 20° F correspond to sea-level static operatim tith
Army summer air, with NA(2Astandard ah?, and under Ictig ccmditions,
respectively. Rated turbine-inlet temperature operation at both
rated engine speed and rated tail-pipe-nozzle area is considered.
lhcreasing the engine-inlet temperature.from 20° to 99° F caused
a decrease in thrust for both variable- and constant-area operation
for all values of power extraction. At the low temperatures and at
low power extractions for the highest temperature, little difference
is shown between operation with variable and rated tail-pipe-nozzle
area. For a power--extractionfactor of 0.04, the thrust decreases
approxhately 2, 3, and 4 percent for operation at ccmrpressor-%nlet
temperatures of 200, 590, and 990 F, respectively. This variation
was to be expected because, for constant turbine-inlet-temperature
operatim, ticreashg the engine-inlet temperature decreases the
turbine-inlet temperature ratio. As previously stated, extracting
power at low turbine-inlet temperature ratios results in larger
changes in engine perfomnance, For ->able-area operatic, more
than 10 percent of the rated compressorhorsepower can be etiracted
from the shaft of the engine in
decreases to-the value obtained
summer air.
NACA
with
standard air before the thrust
zero power extraotlon in Army
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Maoh Number Effeot
.
> The effect of flight Mach nuder on the performance of ~
; engine operating under the same modes as those in figure 8 is shown1- in figure 9 for an altitude of 20,000 feet and a power-extraction
factor of 0.04. As previously discussed, the working charts of
figures 1 to 3 are applicable to ram pressure ratios of 1.2 to 1.6.
The performsmce over the correspcmdingrange of flight Maoh number,
approdmately 0.55 to 0.85, is therefore affected only by changes
in Met temperature and pressure with ram. The data indicate that
in this range of flight Mach nuniberthe effect of changes in flight
Mach
. Mach
number is very small.
Altltude Effect
The effect of altitude on engine performance for a flight
nuciberof 0.7; rated turbine-tilet temperature, and em uncor-
rected power-extraction faotor Ahp/(hp)r,c- Of O.~ iS sh~ h
figure 10. Similar curves would be obtained for other power ex&ac-
ttons. A comparison is made between operation at rated engine speed
and operation with rated tail-pipe-nozzle area.
Figure 10 indicates that extracting a given amount of yower at
various altitudes remllts in greater decreases in thrust and increases
in specific fuel consumption at high altitude than at low altitude.
This net change in the cost of power removal with altitude is the
result of two counteraot5ng factors: At a given turbine-inlet
temperature, increasing the altitude increases the turbine-inlet
temperature ratio. Increasing this ratio tends to reduce the effects
of a given percentage of shaft-power extraction on the engine per-
formance. Because of the large decrease in mass flow with increase
in altitude, however, the compressor power decreases considerably.
Therefore, extraction of a given amount of power from the shaft at
ticreasing altitude results in extraction of greater percentages
of the compressor puwer and consequently causes greater chmges in
engine performance.
At high altitude, slightly lower thrust sad higher specific
fuel consumption were obtained with variable-area operation than
with rated-area operation because, at a given turbine-inlet
temperature ratio, corrected engine speeds exist at which the thrust
and the specific fuel consumption are a maxhnum andamini.mum,
respectively. For high-altitude operation with rated eagine speed
and veriable area, the corrmted en@ne speed was beyond the optimum
for both thrust and speclfiu fuel consumption. For constant-area
9
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operation, the engine speed was reduced to prevent exoeeding rated
turbtie-imlet temperature, thePeby approaching the corrected engine P
speeds for opttmum thrust and specific fuel consumption. Hl@- m“m
altitude pei’fomnance with the variabSe tail-pipe-nozzlearea could .-l
be improved hy decreasing engine speed.
For rated tail-pipe-nozzlearea operation, the area ratio
A6& ‘ decreased slightly with increasing altitude because A6’,
the area necessary to maintain rated turbine-inlet temperature at
rated engine speed and zero power etiractlon, increased with
altitude.
Con8tamt-Thrustoperation
At a given altitude, in mder to maintain
velocity, constant thrust must be maintained.
constant fliat
The.effect c%efiraf.2tj-
ing power from the shaft & a turbojet engine while.maintaining
constant thrust at an altitude of 20,000 feet and a flight Mach
number of 0.7 is shown in figure 11. The thrust is he~-at 80 per-
cent of the thrust obtainable at zero power extr~ctlon, rated
turbine-inl.ettemperature, and ra*ed engine m-d. NO modes of’
engine operaticm are presented; variable tail-pipe-nozzle area at
rated engine speed @ rated area with variable speed.
In order to maintain constant thrust at a power-extraction
factor of 0.04, it is necessary to-increase the turbine-inlet
temperature approximately 4 percent-above the zero power-extraction
value for both the variable-area, constant-speed operation and
the rated-area, variable-speed operatian. Slightu-lcwer i3Pecific
fuel consumption is obtained with the rated tail-pipe-nozzlearea
en@ne inasmuch as it is operating more nearly at cruise engine
speed. At a power-extractionfactor of 0.04, the specific fuel
consumption increases approximately 7 percent from the value with
no power removed for both modes of engine operaticm.
Maximum Permissible Power Extraction
The maximum permissible shaft-power extraction far variable
and rated tail-pipe-nozzlearea operation while maintaining a given
amount of thrust at rated turbine-inlet temperature and various
altitudes is presented in figure 12. The variable-area operation
is at rated engine speed; the rated-area operation is at variable
speed.
NACA TN 2202
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While operating at a given thrust at low altitude, more puwer
. can be removed with variable-area operation than with rated-area
operation. This effect is especially pronounced at low values of
thrustl For exsmple, at a fraction of rated net thrust Fn/Fn’
of 0.92, 36 percent more power can be extracted at sea level @th
variable-area operation,at raked engine speed than with rated-area
operation. At higher altitudes, however, the curves cross over and
more power cm be obtained with the rated-area operation than with
variable-area operation at rated engine speed. Greater amounts of
power could be obtained with variable-area operation at high alti-
tude by reducing the engine speed because the corrected engine speed
at high altitude is beyond the opthnum for maximum power exln?action.
CONCLUDING RIMhRKS
. The performance of en axial-flow-type turbo~et engine operating
. with shaft-power extraction is presented in the forn”of generalized
working charts. ~ese charts are applicable to a wide range of
operating conditions for engines with rated compressor pressure
ratios h the range frcm 4 to 5 and rated turbine-inlet tempera-
tures from 1800° to 2000° R. The methcd of analysis is applicable
to any engine, with a centrifugal- cr axial-flow-type compressor
in any range of cmpressor preesure ratios and turbine-inlet
temperatures.
a
For operation at a given altitude, extraction of a given
amount of shaft power caused greater.performance penalties at low
turbine-inlet temperature tham at high turbine-inlet temperature.
The performance penalties resulting frcm removal of a given amount
of shaft power increased with increasing altitude. Varying the
flight Mach number from 0.55 to 0.85 while removing a given amount
of shaft power had no appreciable effect-on the performance penalties.
Ihoreasing the engine-inlet temperature increased the perfomsmce
penalty caused by a given shaft-pcwer extraction.
At lay values of shaft-power extraction, engine performance
was impaired to about the same extent whether the engine was
operated with a variable-area nozzle or a rated-area nozzle. At
high power extractions, use of the veriable-area nozzle generally
resulted in higher thrust and luwer specific fuel consumption.
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The amount of power that can be removed deoreased as the alti-
tude was inoreased. At low altltudes, more power could be removed
when the engine was operated with a variable-m?eanozzle than with
a rated-area nozzle.
.
1-
o-)-
!2
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, May 12, 1950.
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APPENDIX A
DEVEIQPMENT OF ANKLYSIS
The perfoman ce of a basic turbojet engine operating with
shaft-power extracticm was determined by matching the experimentally
determined component characteristics of a typical axial-flow-type
turbojet engine. The performance of the complete propulsion system
was determined by use of the characteristics of the basio engine,
the engine-inlet system, and the tail-pipe nozzle.
of a
Basic Q&ne Performance
Matching proceduxe. - The process of detemuinlng the performance
compressor and a turbine operatimz as a single unit frcm estab-
lished c%racteristics of the ~dividu=l compone~ts is lmown as
matching. The components are considered matohed when a given rela-
tion exists between rotational speed, mass flow, and enthalpy change of
the compressor and the corresponding factors for the turbine. The
matching points ere detezmdmd In the following manner by using the
method of reference 3: I&cm altitude-wind-tunnel investigations of
a complete axial-flow-type turbojet engine with several d“ifferen%
tail-pipe-nozzle areas, mmpoqent characteristicswere obtained for
a range of altitudes and flight Mach numbers. A set of idealized
component characteris~ics”was obta~ed by fairing a.single curve
through data points for several flight conditions. The idealized
compressor characteristicsare presented in figure 1.3. The corrected
compressor mass flow Wa,c&/52 is presented as a function of the
corrected engine speed N/fi. Also, the relation between the
compressor power parsmeter Wa,cAH#@3 (called torque par=eter
in reference 3), the compressor mass-flow parameter Wa,cN/53, and
the corrected compressor speed N/& is shown. All quantities
are given as fractions of sea-level rated values.
In a similar msmner, the idealized turbine characteristics are
presented in fi.gure14. The turbine pressure ratio P4/P5 is pre-
sented as a function of the turbine temperature ratio T4/T5. The
turbine power pamneter Wa,tAH@4 is presented as a function of
the turbine mass-flow Parroter Wa~tN/54 and the corrected turbine
speed N/fl.
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Assuming a
(54 = 0.945 S3)
both compressor
pressure ratio across the combusti.cmchsmber
allows the power and the mass-flow parameters of
and turbine to-be corrected to the same nressure
md thus plotted on the same plane.
--- _–_
For steady-state operation,
the compressor and the turbine mass-flbw parameter= are equal
inasmuch as Wa and N for the compressor are eqtial,respectively,
to Wa ti N for the turbine. The enthalpy change of the fuel
mass flow passing through the-turbine was assumed equal to the
bearing and accessory losses. For steady-state operation with zero
power extractiti, the power developed by the air passing through
the lmrbine must therefore be equal to the power absorbed by the
compressor. Consequently, the compressor and turbine power
parameters are equal for a matched condition. Operating points
of the compressor-turbinecombinations can be obtained by super-
tiposing the component characteristics. The matching chart resulting
from the superposition of the compwat gharacteristios is shown in
figure.15.
When””p6WeF”is being extracted frcm”th6 shaftofia ttibo~e~
engine, the turbine not only has to supply the power absortmd by
compressor, bearings, and accessories but also “thepower tha&is
being etiracted froIuthe shaft. Because the enthalpy change of the
fuel passing through the turbine was assumeo equal to the bearing
and accessory losses, the total enthalpy change of-the a~r passing
through the turb~e @ greater than that,aoross the compressor by
the amount-of power that is being extracted: In order to take this
relation into account on the matching chart, the entire turbine grid
is shifted downward by the amount of power that is being removed.
Inasmuch”as the lines or c6nstant corrected turbine speed on the
turbine grid are verttcal, the only apparent change.in the matching
chart due to a downward shift-of the turbine grid is the shifting
of the turbine ordinate or power parameter. The turbine “power-
parameter scale corresp@ing to a power extractia of 2 percent
of the compressor p~er .atany point”on the mat.chiagchart is shown
in figure 15. Thus, at”any point on the matching chart, the turbine
power parameter for this power extractim is equal to 102 percent of
the compressor power parameter.
Every point on the matchi~ chart defines a possible operating
point of the-engine. Bj the proper algebraio manipulation of the
information on the chart, as discussed in reference 1, along with
the remainder of the compone~t-characterlaticsourves, the pressures
and the temperatures throughout the engine can be calculated. Engine
performance with various amounts of power extraction can be calculated
by shifting the turbine characteristics in the proper maaner for each
power extraction.
&
w-l
l-l
.
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Over-all pumping characteristics. - The performance of the
. basic turbojet engine, as determined by the matching procedure, is
presented in the form cf pmpfng characteristicsby ushg the
method of reference 4. The basic engine is considered as a pump
consisting of compressor, combustion chsmber, and tmbine, the
Pmose of which iS to raise the temperature and the pressure of
the fluld passing through i%. The pumping characteristics consist
of a curve of engine pressure ratio as a function of engine tempera-
ture ratio, power etiraction, and aorrected engine speed, and a
curve of corrected engine mass flow as a function cf corrected engine
speed (identicalwith the compressor mass-flow characteristics>
fig. 13). The relation between engine pressure ratio and engine
temperature ratio is presented in figure 16 for shaft-power extrac-
tion of 0, 5, 10, and 15 percent of the actual compressor horsepower ‘
for corrected engine speeds of 0.9, 1.0, and”l.1 rated engine speed.
The variation of turbine-inlet temperature ratio and compressor-
outlet temperature
respectively. All
values.
ratio are simil&ly shown in figures 17 and 18,
quantities are presented as fractions of rated
Propulsion-System Performance
The complete propulsim system consisti+of a basic turbo~et
engine with an engine-inlet system and a tail-pipe nozzle. The
performance of “thecomplete system is determined by combining the
characteristics of the inlet system and the tail-pipe nozzle with
the characteristics of the basic engine.
For a gives flight Mach number and inlet-diffuser loss, the
tail-pipe-nozzle area necessary to operate at any point on the
curves of figure 16 and the thrust prdkzced by operation at any
point are detemnined fran one-dimensional flow relations. The fuel-
air ratio is uomputed from reference 5 using the temperature ratio
across the combustion chamber T4/T3, obtained from figures 17
and 18. The specific fuel consumption is computed using fuel-air
ratio, engine mass flow, and engine net thust. A more complete “
description of the methti of cmmputing the propulsion-system
performance is presented in reference 1.
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USIIOF
The use of the workinfl
APPENDIX B
PERFORMANCE CHARTS
c&rts (ftgs. 1 to 6) in solving per-
formance problems is illustrated by.the following example: A
hypothetical engine, similar to ourrent axial-flm-type engines,
has the follx characteristics at rated sea-level operation:
Fn/b2)lb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;. . . 0 . 4000
N/~,rpm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
Wf/Fnfi, lb/(hr)/(lb ttist) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0
A6, sqft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.215
T4,% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870
P3/P2. . . . . . . . l * . . . . l * . . . . . l . l * l . l .4.0
(hP/b2&)r, c,hp”=. ”=. oo. . . . . . . . . . ...6000
The engtne is to operate at rated corrected engine speed at an alti-
tude of 20,000 feet and a flight Mach number of 0.7. The drag
characteristicsof the plane “&resuch that a corrected thz?ust Fn/82
of 2000 pounds is required to mainta@ this flight condition. The
airplane requires an auxiliary power supply of 500 horsepower.
inlet oharacteristiosused tn the
‘“~::?::?i?lanalysis @ values of the standard atmos-
phere obta ed from reference 6, the following values were obtained:
P2/Po. . . . . . . . . . . .“. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. 1.352
Pz,”lb/sqft . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1315
T2>OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .492
52 “ l “ “ “ “ “ “ ““ “ “ l “ l “ ““” “ “ “ “0 “ “ “ “ “0”623
62 “ * ““ “ “ ““ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ “ ‘ “ “ “ “ “ “ “*” “ “ “0”948
lkasmuch as the ram pressure ratio falls withirithe &ange of 1.2
to 1.6, figures 1 to 3 are applicable. Beoause the engtie Is operating
at rated mrrected engine speed, figures l(b), 2(b), and 3(b) should be
used.
In order to use the charts, the thrust
AhP/62fi
the power-extractionfactor
(hP/52@---lr,c
‘nbzparameter
‘~ “d
mwt be evaluated. The
.
3-
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thrust parameter is simply the
divided by the rated thrust of
extraction factor is evaluated
17
required correoted thrust of 2000 pounds
4000 pounds, or 0.5. The power-
a8 follows:
Ahp/82@2
. 500/(0.623)(~0~) = o 1375
(hp/~2@)r, ~ 6000
.
The remainder of the performance parameters are obtained from figures 1
to 3. The values are given in the following table h both fractional
and absolute form:
T4/T~
. 0.874(T4/T2)r ” ” ” ” ” ” ”””””..”” . . . . . . . . ..O
T42 oR. . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . l l l l l l l l “ “ “ l 1548
A6/(A6)r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.238
A6}8qft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.508
cwf/Fn 92
l .**-* l .**** l ****. l ***** l 1.547
r(Wf/Fn e2)r
Wf/Fn,lb/(@(lb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.505
~,lb/(hr)(hp) . .“. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .; w . l l l 0.61
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(a) Correoted engine speed, 0.9 rated.
Figure 1. -Variation of turbine-inlet temperature ratio with power
extraction Wd thrust for variable-areatail-pipe nozzle and ram
pressure ratio of 1.35.
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Figure 1. - Continued. Variation of turbine-inlet temperature ratio
with power extraction and thrust for varfable-area tail-pipe nozzle
and ram pressure ratio of’1.35.
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Figure 1. - Conoluded. Variation of turbine-inlettemperatureratio
with power extraction and thrust for varfable-area tail-pipe nozzle
and ram pressure ratio of 1.35.
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Figure S. -Variation of tall-pipe-nozzle area with power extraction
and thrust for ram pressure ratio of 1.35.
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extraction and thrust for ram pressure ratio of 1.35.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3. - Variation of apeaiftc fuel oonaumptlon with power extract-
ion and thrust for variable-area tall-pipe nozzle and ram pressure
ratio of 1.35.
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Figure 3. - Continued. Variation otapeoi$ic fuel consumption with
powerextraction and thrust for variable-area tail-pipe nozzle and
ram pressure ratio of 1.35.
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Figgre 4. - Variation of turbine-inlet temperature ratio with power
extraction and thrust for variable-area tail-pipe nozzle and ram
pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Fimre 4. - Continued. Variation of turbine-inlet temperature
~atio with power extraoti.onand thruzt for variable-ea
tail-pipenozzle and ram pressure ratio of 0999.
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Figure 4. - Concluded. Varlatlon of turbine-inlet temperature ratio
with power extraction and thruet for variable+rea tail-pipe noz-
zle and ram preaatie ratio of 0.99.
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Figure5. -Variationof tail-pipe-nozzleareawithpowerextractionand
thrustf’orram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure 5. - Continued. Variation of tail-pipe-nozzle area with power
extraction and thruet for ram preamre ratio of 0.99.
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extraction and tbruat for ram pressure ratio of 0.99.
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Figure 7. -Effeot of shaft-powerextraotlonon engine perf’ormamefor variable end
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Variation of engine pressure ratio with engine temperature
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